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highest temperature and climate changes impacts, how to cure? 
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INTRODUCTION 

When the Europe facing worst drought in 500 years at present[1]. when the China and other parts of the 

world have been living in highest temperature, heavy dry, worst wildfires and other wore climate impacts in 

2022. Up to 2022.5, there has been more than 4800 satellites orbiting around the Earth, with more than 2944 

satellites of USA, 499 satellites of China and 169 satellites of Russia. As time goes on. The satellites have 

been being constantly adding and adding. As China on Wednesday of 2022-8-10 sent 16 new satellites into 

space from the Taiyuan Satellite Launch Center in the northern province of Shanxi, the Xinhua news 

reported[2]. And has sent another satellite into space in 2022-8-24. So as the other countries have been doing 

so or have been preparing to do so. As SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 22 (Xinhua news) -- Boeing announced on 

Monday that it has delivered two satellites for global content connectivity service provider SES to their 

launch site in Cape Canaveral, U.S. state of Florida, ahead of the upcoming launch of the twin spacecraft on 

a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket[3]. 

Now, at least three space stations have been orbiting in the space and several outside big machines orbited 

onto Mars from Earth. 

Furthermore, There must have been lots of fail satellites rocketed back onto the ground of the Earth, not 

space. 

Also, It must have been the facts that every rocketed satellite must spend hundreds of tons fuel to power the 

rocket. 

Every time, the satellite was rocketed into space or failed and rocketed into the ground of the Earth, not 
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space, the hundreds of tons fuel were fired and changed into complex chemical subjects flowing into the 

atmosphere of Earth, Mars, et al.or the space. Witch must produce lots of pollutants into the atmosphere and 

space. How much the carbon emission and other lots of unidentified pollutants and other side effect in one 

rocketed satellite? We must be sure it is very huge, though we can not have proved precisely. 

Another furthermore, the productions of the hundreds of tons fuel to power one rocket for satellite must also 

be the production of carbon emission and other lots of unidentified pollutants and other side effect. 

So in the Earth, thousands of satellites have been being rocketed up to now. The total carbon emission and 

other lots of unidentified pollutants and other side effect by all rocketing satellites must be much too huge. 

While several space stations have been being orbiting around the space by constantly rocketing up the 

spaceships with much more tons of fuel every rocketing. The total carbon emission and other lots of 

unidentified pollutants and other side effect by all rocketing spaceships must also be much too huge. 

The advantages of Mars and other celestial planets or stars by constantly rocketing huge fueled spaceships 

must produce huge carbon emission and other lots of unidentified pollutants and other side effect also.  

The rocketing up to spaces are divided into two groups. One is national doing. Which the technology and 

money spending are strong. The other group is individual doing. The technology and money spending are 

poor, comparing with national one. Therefore, the individual group rocketing up to spaces is easy to be fail. 

And the environmental and climate change impacts may be more severe. 

About 5000 satellites have been orbiting around the Earth. And several huge space stations have been 

orbiting in the space. And some advantage space machines have been invading Mars and other stars. All 

which the outsiders of the space, the satellites, the huge space stations, the advantage space machines, must 

have been invading the former virgin universe and cosmos. So it is sure the invading must influence the 

environment of the universe. So as the Earth, Mars, the space and the atmosphere. 

So the highest temperature and climate changes impacts around the Earth should be easy to understand. Or 

in other way of saying is that the reasons of highest temperature and climate changes impacts around the 

Earth has been found. That is the outsiders of the space, the satellites, the huge space stations, the advantage 

space machines, must have been invading the former virgin universe and cosmos and produce huge 

carbon emission and other lots of unidentified pollutants and other side effect.  

As the rocketing satellites, rocketing the space stations and their spaceships and rocketing advantage 

spacecrafts into the universe and cosmos has been being limitless around the Earth countries. Any country 

want to rocket into the universe and cosmos. They just freely do if they have ability. The top three biggest 

countries of controlling the most satellites, spacecrafts, space stations and their spaceships are USA, China 

and Russia. With other countries have been running to catch up. The invading universe and cosmos outside 

the Earth has been being out of order and in confusion with different aims. One of the confusions may be 

contest in the big countries in the false theory of security of their own country. Another one may be the 

science development in the universe and cosmos outside the Earth without considering the worse side effects. 

The convenience of the work in the Earth by the satellites, spacecrafts, space stations and their spaceships is 

just vicious spiral as using the satellites, spacecrafts, space stations and their spaceships, the huge produced 

pollution and disturbed space of universe and cosmos to monitor the situation of environment and pollution 

or the sea level, temperature, dry and other climate change impacts in the Earth. This convenience must 

cause lots of people losing job. And lots of people getting poor and hunger by directly huge spending 

rocketing up to the space, and by un-directly caused highest temperature, dry, wildfires and other climate 

change impacts in other parts of Earth. The other confusions may be the showing off to the other people and 

countries that how modern they are with the satellites, spacecrafts, space stations and their spaceships going 

on around and up the heaven. Which must be wrongly enjoying in their technology and ability. 
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As the time goes on. The Earth has been being destroyed. Because the highest temperature, dry, wildfires 

and other climate change impacts on the Earth have been reached the worst level. The observed side effects 

of all ways invading the virgin universe and cosmos by rocketing satellites, spacecrafts, space stations and 

their spaceships must be the important reason for present Earth destroying. 

So at present, it is imperative to end the invading of universe and cosmos by rocketing the satellites, 

spacecrafts, space stations and their spaceships into space. 

The international law and regulation to safeguard the space by discarding safely all the orbiting satellites, 

spacecrafts, space stations and their spaceships must be create. Let the universe and cosmos outside the 

Earth go back to their former virgin situation is the best way to save the Earth and save the Earth men, or 

even the universe and cosmos. 

 

Here is my strategies how to mend back to the former virgin universe and cosmos. 

1. The head of UN should declare the motive to mend back to the former virgin universe and cosmos. 

Which must be supported or initiated by the top three biggest countries of controlling the most satellites, 

spacecrafts, space stations and their spaceships, USA, China and Russia. Who are also the permanent 

members of the UN and have the power to do so. 

2. When the motive is set up. The committee should be organized immediately to create the law and 

regulation. 

3. The rocketing up to space must be stopped immediately. 

4. The main law statutory provisions are one by one, the orbiting satellites,spacecrafts, space stations and 

their spaceships are controlled not to work and go back to Earth. 

5. The first year may order every country 30% satellites,spacecrafts, space stations must be discarded to 

Earth. The second year 50%. The third year the last 20%. 

6. The related UN committee is responsible to prove discarding the satellites,spacecrafts, space stations. 

7. The UN security committee and UN peace keeping force is responsible to apply and execute the law. 

8. Keep up with the new situation as the revision of the law should be done. 

9. Fine and condemn must be done when any country does not apply the law. 

10. All the workers of the satellites,spacecrafts, space stations and their spaceships related must be changed 

into other jobs without living difficulty when they admit that their job invading the space has been being 

guilty. 

11. The policies by every country administrating the satellites, spacecrafts, space stations and their 

spaceships should be revised or abolished. 

In conclusion, let the Earth and the universe, cosmos go back to the nature as soon as possible and as 

virgin as possible is the best way to cure the Earth and the universe, cosmos from destroying. 

In this occasion, I call for politicians from every county and UN should reconsider their present worse 

policies and preventing the Earth destroying at once in a short time by reviewing and referencing or 

accepting my this article and proposals. 
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